Because
Everything modular from Crystal Vision...
Crystal Vision provides project-winning interface and keying modules to all those involved in the
professional broadcasting industry. As a main modular supplier we are able to provide all the essential
‘broadcast plumbing’ for your installation, while we are also known for our more specialist products – such
as the chroma keyers used by broadcasters across the world. There’s a choice of two product ranges: the
Indigo range for the biggest range of boards and frame sizes, and the forward-looking Vision range for
those planning IP and 4K installations or who are seeking the maximum outputs from their SDI products.
With reliable multi-functional products, responsive customer support, quick delivery and a five year
warranty, Crystal Vision is a company that people like dealing with.

The Vision product range – the broadcast industry’s most modern frame system…
Interface
In the Vision range of interface products for 3Gb/s, HD and SD video and AES and analogue audio
you’ll find up and down converters, synchronisers, routing switches, digital video distribution
amplifiers, video delays, colour correctors, audio embedders/de-embedders, audio converters and
audio delays. Most include multiple functionality on a single card which helps save you money and
rack space – while some even feature integrated fibre input and output connectivity for even more
functionality in a single frame slot. Crystal Vision will always give you features that you won’t find
anywhere else. Our up and down converters’ ability to maintain signal quality wins them side-byside evaluations, while our synchronisers and embedders give you real freedom when it comes to
manipulating and processing multiple groups of embedded audio, and our routing switch will
guarantee you a clean switch with a full framestore synchroniser on each input and loss of
reference protection.

Chroma and linear keying

Video over IP

Our easy-to-use and space-saving SAFIRE real-time chroma keyers use
their acclaimed digital chroma keying to create realistic 3Gb/s, HD or
SD virtual images – making them ideal for any live virtual production.
Or use the LKEY-VF for the simple keying of one graphic.

We’ll make it painless for you to make the transition to an IP live
infrastructure. With wide protocol support, our three IP gateway
products provide the very best conversion between SDI and IP signals
as well as network address translation.

Need something different?
Additional interface products joining the Vision range shortly will include distribution amplifiers for analogue video, analogue audio and
AES audio, along with fibre optic transmitters and receivers. Should you need analogue to digital video converters or a logo keyer with
internal storage, then please have a look at our extensive Indigo product range.
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people like dealing with us

Why you should choose Crystal Vision
Because people like dealing with us...
• Having the broadcast industry’s most modern frame system makes
us ready now for the coming technologies such as IP and 4K –
technologies that will change the broadcast industry over the next
few years.
• Excellent product features with clear technical advantages – and
good enough to win the big projects.
• The feature-packed (and often multi-functional) products provide
excellent value for money.
• Our quick delivery wins us orders. In fact, we aim to deliver 80% of
all orders involving one or two frames within a week of that order
being placed – and we usually do. We hold a large quantity of stock
– and that includes stock of every product.
• The best technical support. Quick troubleshooting comes from the
full rack of equipment we have set up to mimic any customer
installations – and people say it’s a refreshing experience to deal with
us. Plus our system design experts can advise you how best to use
our products to save yourself both rack space and money.
• The products are quick and easy to set up – with comprehensive
documentation available (or the customer support team at the end
of a phone, e-mail or live web chat).
• It’s easy to buy the products. We have a wide distribution network,
with attentive and knowledgeable salesmen and distributors located
across the world.
• A space-saving system: you can fit up to 20 cards from the Vision
product range in our 3U Vision frame. Alternatively the Indigo
system offers a choice of frames in three sizes.
• A choice of control – including an integrated control panel on the
Vision 3 frame, the VisionPanel remote control panel, GPIs, SNMP
and VisionWeb Control from a web browser.
• Extremely reliable (and long-lasting) products, with
the added reassurance of a five year back-to-base
warranty. Should there be a problem, you won’t
have to wait long: we’ll normally fix your product or
get a replacement to you within five days.
• We listen the products and extra features you want.

How to find the product you need
Use the Contents on the right to go straight to your product area of
interest. Or if you know the product name, use the A-Z Index on the
back page. Once you’re on the page you need, the symbols show at a
glance which features each product offers, while the comparison
charts allow you to compare the products side-by-side. With the rear
module diagrams you can see the inputs and outputs you’ll get with
a particular rear module – and so easily select the best one for your
application. If you want more detail, you can explore our website at
www.crystalvision.tv. A separate Product Range catalogue is available
for the Indigo system.

Contents
What are you
looking for?

On which page
can you find it?

AFD insertion and reading

11 – 14, 21 – 22

Audio converters

31

Audio embedders/de-embedders

28 – 30

Audio processors

31

Chroma keyers

7–9

Colour corrector

27

Cross converters

11 – 14

CWDM (Fibre Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing)

27

Delays: audio

31

Delays: video

25 – 26

Distribution amplifiers: SDI, ASI, HD and 3Gb/s video
Down converters

20
11 – 14

Fibre optics

27, 11 – 14, 21 – 23, 25 – 26, 28 – 29

IP gateways and network address translation

15 – 19

Legaliser

27

Linear keyer

10, 7

Routing switch

24

Synchronisers

21 – 23

Synchronising up/down/cross converters

11 – 14

Tracking audio delay

21 – 23

Up converters

11 – 13

As for the rest...
Audio piggybacks

32

Control software

35

Frame

6, 4 – 5

Power supply

6

Rear modules

33 – 34

Remote control panel

35

SNMP control and monitoring

35
Dolby and Dolby E are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
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The benefits of the
Future possibilities
System security
Get powerful remote backup
and restore of all card settings
and presets, thanks to the
frame CPU’s fast internal
communications and large
storage

Fast internal communications
(including super fast 4Gb/s or
8Gb/s PCIe routing) will allow easy
transfer of big files such as images
and video round the frame

Flexibility
Mix any cards from the Vision
range together: analogue
audio, digital audio, SD video,
HD video, 3Gb/s video, DVBASI, video over 10Gb/s Ethernet
– and in future 4K too

Keeping cool
Four redundant fans provide excellent frame cooling, while
short name labels maximise air ventilation around the cards
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Software updates

Control

Use the USB port to easily
update your frame software
from a memory stick

No board edge controls or display
required (saving you money) thanks
to the front panel monitoring and
control of all cards – with
VisionWeb, VisionPanel, SNMP and
GPI control also available

More at www.crystalvision.tv...

What’s inside?
Two designation strips
allow the easy addition
of helpful notes about
that frame’s contents

Vision frame system
Save space
Fit 20 of the easily accessible
vertical cards in 3U, with hot
swapping to keep the rest of
your system on air

Choose your outputs
With up to seven connectors on
each Vision rear module you’ll get
so many outputs – giving you
plenty of signals to use and
meaning your systems will require
less DAs and use less space

Power
Frames come fitted with two very
reliable power supplies offering
redundancy as standard – and twice
as powerful as anything we’ve had
before allowing increased card
functionality

High bandwidth signals
Signals go directly between the rear
modules and the cards without passing
through a full backplane, allowing the
frame to handle 4K and 10Gb/s IP
signals

Dual Ethernet
Dual syncs
The frame includes dual syncs distributed
to every card for simpler wiring and
peace-of-mind redundant operation. Not
needing analogue video DAs to
distribute the station reference will save
you space, and you won’t need to use up
a rear module BNC to input the reference
– potentially giving you an additional
card output

Two 1Gb/s Ethernet connections to the
outside world for control redundancy
and file transfer – allowing the timesaving updating of card software
without having to make a physical
connection to the actual card

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Everything modular: Frames

Vision frame

The frame
Crystal Vision’s interface, keying and video over IP products from the Vision
range are individual 96mm x 303mm cards that need to be housed in rack
frames and require rear modules (see pages 33 – 34) to access the various
inputs and outputs. The Vision 3 frame can house up to 20 cards in 3U.
Frame features include...

Vision 3
3U frame with smart CPU and integrated control panel which holds any mixture
of up to 20 Vision cards. Allows Ethernet connection to a PC. Includes two PSU3VF power supplies for redundancy. Requires separate rear modules.

■ Mix any cards from the Vision range
■ High packing density, holding up to 20 cards

Power supply

■ Powerful redundant power supplies
■ Dual syncs distributed from the frame
■ Temperature controlled cooling
■ Choice of control, including integrated control panel and remote control
from PC or SNMP system
■ Easy backup and restore of all settings and presets
See pages four and five for more benefits of the Vision 3 frame.

Front and rear views of Vision 3
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PSU3-VF
Spare 460 Watts power supply for Vision 3 frame. (Vision 3 comes fitted with
two PSU3-VF as standard.)

Everything modular: Keying

Which keyer do you need?
SAFIRE 3-VF

SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS

LKEY-VF

Chroma keyer

Chroma keyer

Linear keyer

1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60,
1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97/30,
720p50/59.94/60, 1080i50/59.94/60,
2048x1080PsF/p23.98/24/25/ 29.97/30
(YUV 4:2:2 10 bit), 625i, 525i

1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60,
1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97/30,
720p50/59.94/60, 1080i50/59.94/60,
2048x1080PsF/p23.98/24/25/ 29.97/30
(YUV 4:2:2 10 bit), 625i, 525i

1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60,
1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97/30,
720p50/59.94/60, 1080i50/59.94/60,
2048x1080PsF/p23.98/24/25/ 29.97/30
(YUV 4:2:2 10 bit), 625i, 525i

3
(Foreground, Background, External Key)

3
(Foreground, Background, External Key)

3
(Foreground, Background, External Key)

2 main and 2 auxiliary
(1 main and 2 aux with VR04)

2 main and 2 auxiliary
(1 main and 2 aux with VR04)

2 main and 2 auxiliary
(1 main and 2 aux with VR04)

Chroma key (real-time)

●

●

Linear or self key graphics from
external graphics machine

●

●

●

2 (chroma and linear/self)

2 (chroma and linear/self)

1

●
1, 5 or 12 Background sample points and
0, 1 or 4 Foreground sample points

●
1 Background sample point only

Mix between sources

●

●

●

Internal simple wipes

Masks can be used to provide simple
manual wipe

Masks can be used to provide simple
manual wipe

Masks can be used to provide simple
manual wipe

Fades

●

●

●

Masks

●

●

●

Foreground colour correction
(RGB lift and gain)

●

Foreground and Background
lift, gain and chroma
adjustments

●

Foreground Re-spill (including
Auto Re-spill)

●

Main use

Input formats
(50Hz and 59.94Hz
where unspecified)

Number of video inputs

Number of video outputs

Number of keyers

Cursor-based auto-setup

●
(including auto lighting)

●

Shadow Density

●

●

Ring Suppression, Noise
Reduction and Edge Softening
Filters

●

Chroma Key Removal
(Black, Grey, White)

●

Foreground Balance and
Foreground Tints

●

Key Shrink

●

Lighting Compensation

Edge Processing

●

Reference timing

From Foreground, Background or
Key input or from frame distributed analogue
syncs, with frame synchroniser on each input

Video delay (on each input)

Up to 10 frames additional user delay in one
frame steps

●

From Foreground, Background or
Key input or from frame distributed analogue
syncs, with frame synchroniser on each input

From Foreground, Background or
Key input or from frame distributed analogue
syncs, with frame synchroniser on each input
Up to 10 frames additional user delay in one
frame steps

Relay bypass protection

●
(VR04 and VR19 option)

●
(VR04 and VR19 option)

●
(VR04 and VR19 option)

Output embedded audio

From any chosen input

From any chosen input

From any chosen input

GPI inputs (using VR19)

6

4

6

Number of presets

40

5

40

Rear module used

VR01, VR04 and VR19

VR01, VR04 and VR19

VR01, VR04 and VR19

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Everything modular: Keying

Keying has always been one of
Keying Crystal
Vision’s real strengths –

time chroma keyers are ideal for any live bluescreen
or greenscreen virtual production, from weather to
the most demanding virtual studio – incorporating
useful features such as lighting compensation, video
delay and colour correction. The affordable LKEY-VF
linear keyer is designed for the simple keying of one
graphic over 3Gb/s, HD or SD video streams.

whether you need to chroma key or insert graphics
on to video sources. These cards fit in Crystal Vision’s
Vision 3 frame (alongside any interface and IP
products from our Vision range) and save you rack
space. The acclaimed and easy-to-use SAFIRE real-

Chroma keyers

For full virtual
studios or sports
graphics…

SAFIRE 3-VF

3

12.5 Watts

Select the SAFIRE 3-VF real-time chroma keyer for its picture quality, ease-ofuse and long list of features. Working with 3Gb/s, HD and SD video sources,
this top-end chroma keyer is a pleasure to operate and is ideal for any live
virtual production – from studio to sport. Set up an impressive chroma key
automatically using multi-point sampling, or manually adjust the picture using
any of the fine-tuning tools available – including lighting compensation, noise
reduction filters, shadow processing and Foreground colour correction. Includes
framestore synchroniser on each input for easy system timing and up to ten
frames of video delay to offset the delay caused by the graphics generators.
Features linear keying capability and flexible masks which make it ideal for
sports graphics applications. Relay bypass protection option (with VR04 and
VR19 rear modules). Use VR19 rear module to access GPI inputs.
Which rear module do you need?

For weather or
news bureau-type
chroma keying…

SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS

3

12.5 Watts

The SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS real-time chroma keyer combines quality with
simplicity and affordability – with control easy for even a less-technical
operator. Working with 3Gb/s, HD and SD video sources, SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS is ideal for single static camera applications such as news bureaus
and weather, providing a higher quality of chroma keying and wider range
of features than found in a studio mixer. Simple auto setup samples one
representative point on the backdrop, while fine-tuning tools to manually
adjust the picture include lighting compensation and shadow processing.
Includes framestore synchroniser on each input for easy system timing –
allowing the Background to be generated using a PC-based graphics system
which cannot be timed to the camera. Features linear keying capability and
flexible masks. Relay bypass protection option (with VR04 and VR19 rear
modules). Use VR19 rear module to access GPI inputs.
Which rear module do you need?

Foreground

Main x 2
SAFIRE 3-VF

Background

Foreground

VR01
Single height

Aux x 2

External Key

Background
External Key

SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS

Main x 2

VR01
Single height

Aux x 2

Dual syncs from Vision frame
Dual syncs from Vision frame
Foreground

SAFIRE 3-VF

Main

VR04
Background
External Key

(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

M
Foreground

Aux x 2

Background
External Key

SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS

Main

VR04
(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

Aux x 2

Dual syncs from Vision frame
Dual syncs from Vision frame
Foreground

SAFIRE 3-VF

Main

VR19
Background

(Relay bypass
protection)

External Key

Single height

Aux x 2
GPIs on
D-Type

Foreground
Background
External Key

SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS

VR19
(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

Dual syncs from Vision frame
Dual syncs from Vision frame
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Main
Aux x 2
GPIs on
D-Type

Everything modular: Keying

KEY

Remote
control

Dual
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

Dolby E
compatible

AFD
features

4

Processes 4
audio groups

Integrated
fibre

Relay bypass
protection

Chroma keyers continued...

Understanding SAFIRE 3-VF and SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS...

Frame
synchroniser

Background
mask
generator

SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS
External Key

Foreground
mask
generator

Frame
synchroniser
and 10 frame
buffer
SAFIRE 3-VF

Key
processing

Frame
synchroniser
SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS
Foreground

Frame
synchroniser
and 10 frame
buffer
SAFIRE 3-VF

Enhanced
chroma key
processing
Combined key

Enhanced
Foreground
suppress

Colour
corrector

Fill

Select
SAFIRE 3-VF
only

Frame
synchroniser
SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS
Background

Frame
synchroniser
and 10 frame
buffer
SAFIRE 3-VF

Mixer
and output
select
Gain adjust

Fade to
black

Auxiliary
outputs x 2

Fade to
black

Main outputs
x 2 (x 0 if
using VR04
or VR19)

Background

SAFIRE 3-VF
only

Matte
generator

Matte

SAFIRE 3-VF
only

Ref A

Reference
select
Ref B

VR04 and
VR19 relay
bypass

Main
output A

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Everything modular: Keying

Remote
control

KEY

Dual
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

AFD
features

Dolby E
compatible

4

Processes 4
audio groups

Integrated
fibre

Linear keyers
LKEY-VF

3

12.5 Watts

Affordable, feature-packed and space-saving linear keyer designed to key one
graphic over 3Gb/s, HD or SD sources – with the ability to fit 20 linear keyers in
3U making it ideal for multi-channel keying applications. Includes masks with
adjustable edge softness, fades and mixing between Foreground and Background.
Frame synchroniser on each input for easy system timing and up to ten frames of
video delay. Relay bypass protection option (with VR04 and VR19 rear modules).
Use VR19 rear module to access GPI inputs.
Which rear module do you need?

Main x 2

Foreground

Linear keying

LKEY-VF

Background

VR01
Single height

Aux x 2

External Key

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Foreground

LKEY-VF

Main

VR04
Background

(Relay bypass
protection)

External Key

Single height

Aux x 2

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Foreground

LKEY-VF

D

Main

VR19
Background

(Relay bypass
protection)

External Key

Single height

Aux x 2
GPIs on
D-Type

Dual syncs from Vision frame

LKEY-VF
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Relay bypass
protection

Everything modular: Video interface

Which upWhich
and down
keyerconverter
do you need?
do you need?
UP-DOWN-A-VF

UP-DOWN-ATX-VF

UP-DOWN-AS-VF

UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF

Up converts (SD to 720p, SD to
1080i, SD to 1080p – all at 50Hz
and 59.94Hz)

●

●

●

●

Cross converts (720p to 1080i, 720p
to 1080p, 1080i to 720p, 1080i to
1080p, 1080p to 1080i, 1080p to
720p – all at 50Hz and 59.94Hz)

●

●

●

Down converts
(720p to SD, 1080i to SD, 1080p to
SD – all at 50Hz and 59.94Hz)

●

●

3 feeds of Output A and 3
feeds of Output B
●

Maximum video outputs
(depends on rear module)
Perform two different conversions
at same time

VDOWN-AT-VF

VDOWN-ATS-VF

●

●
(1080p to 1080i or
720p only)

●
(1080p to 1080i or
720p only)

●

●

●

●

3 feeds of Output A and 3
feeds of Output B

3 feeds of Output A and 3
feeds of Output B

3 feeds of Output A and 3
feeds of Output B

3 feeds of Output A (HD/SD)
and 3 feeds of Output B
(HD/SD or loop)

3 feeds of Output A (HD/SD)
and 3 feeds of Output B
(HD/SD or loop)

●

●

●

Two framestore synchronisers

●

●

●

Analogue reference distributed
from frame

●

●

●

Automatic freeze

●

●

Video delays
Handles four audio groups

●

1 frame plus 16 lines
additional user delay

1 frame plus 16 lines
additional user delay

1, 2 or 3 frames additional
user delay

1, 2 or 3 frames additional
user delay

1 frame plus 16 lines
additional user delay

1, 2 or 3 frames additional
user delay

●

●

●

●

●

●

Linear AES tracking audio delay
(with user control of tracking speed
to trade off frequency change and
settling time)

●

●

●

Dolby E alignment delay (uses
processing delay where possible to
provide +/- 0.5 frame delay relative
to video when aligning Dolby E
guardband)

●

●

●

Linear AES: 0-120ms; Dolby E:
1, 2 or 3 frames fixed delay

Linear AES: 0-120ms; Dolby E:
1, 2 or 3 frames fixed delay

Linear AES: 0-120ms; Dolby E:
1, 2 or 3 frames fixed delay

Audio delays (on top of tracking)
Audio routing in stereo pairs

●

Audio resampling of linear AES

●
●

●

Aspect ratio conversion when
up converting

●

●

●

●

Aspect ratio conversion when
down converting

●

●

●

●

HD to HD aspect ratio conversion
when input/output format identical

●

●

●

●

●

SD to SD aspect ratio conversion

●

●

●

●

Flexible aspect ratio adjustments
(size, position and crop controls)

●

●

●

●

●

●

AFD reading (uses SMPTE 2016 AFD,
WSS or Video index to automatically
select the output aspect ratio)

●

●

●

●

AFD insertion of SMPTE 2016 AFD,
WSS or Video index for use by
downstream equipment

●

●

●

●

Motion adaptive video de-interlacing

●

●

●

●

Four vertical filter characteristics

●

●

●

●

●

●

Video proc-amp (RGB and YUV lift
and gain controls)

●

●

●

●

●

●

Passes and converts between
ATC and DVITC

Passes and converts between
ATC and DVITC

Video proc-amp when HD
input/output format identical
Timecode handling

●
Passes

Passes and converts between
ATC and DVITC

●
Passes

Passes and converts between
ATC and DVITC

Teletext handling
(OP-47, SMPTE 2031)

●

●

Closed captions transport
(CEA-608 and CEA-708)

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Relay bypass protection
(VR03 option)
Fibre I/O (VR14 option)
Rear module used

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR01, VR03 and VR14

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Everything modular: Video interface

Which rear module do you need?

Up and down conversion
Working with 3Gb/s, HD and SD sources, our up and down converters will give
you the best quality at the best price – with extra features for that really tidy
system design. The up/down/cross converters combine the remarkable picture
quality of motion adaptive video de-interlacing with four group embedded audio
handling, aspect ratio conversion, signal timing, integrated fibre connectivity
and AFD data insertion and reading – and can even create constant and co-timed
HD and SD copies of a signal simultaneously. The VDOWN range, meanwhile,
provides broadcast down conversion for those more cost-sensitive applications.

3G or
HD or
SD

UP-DOWN-A-VF
UP-DOWN-ATX-VF

VR01
Single height

3G or
HD or
SD

UP-DOWN-A-VF
UP-DOWN-ATX-VF

UP-DOWN-A-VF
UP-DOWN-ATX-VF

VR14
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

Output B:
3G/HD or
SD x 3

Output A:
3G/HD or
SD x 3

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)

Output A:
3G/HD or
SD x 3

Fibre in and out
Single height

Output B:
3G/HD or
SD x 2

Output A:
3G/HD or
SD x 3
Output B:
3G/HD or
SD x 2
Optical out
(same as
Output B)

NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out

Up/down/cross converters
The up/down/cross converters with the picture
quality that broadcasters standardise on…
UP-DOWN-A-VF

12.5 Watts
4

UP-DOWN-ATX-VF

12.5 Watts
4

Combined up/down/cross converter which works with 3Gb/s, HD and SD and up
to four groups of embedded audio. Can perform two different conversions
simultaneously and provides the picture quality that broadcasters standardise on.
Up conversions are SD to 720p, 1080i or 1080p. Down conversions are 1080p,
1080i or 720p to SD. Cross conversions are 720p to 1080i or 1080p, 1080i to
720p or 1080p, and 1080p to 1080i or 720p. All conversions available at both
50Hz and 59.94Hz. Outstanding performance with motion adaptive video deinterlacing, Crystal Vision’s proprietary down conversion, detail enhancement and
noise reduction. Easy to output HD and SD at the same time with co-timed dual
outputs which remain constant in format even if the input changes. Features
aspect ratio converter (including customised picture size, position and cropping),
variable video delay, signal probe and video proc-amp, and can pass Ancillary
Timecode from the input to the output. Relay bypass protection option (with VR03
rear module). Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either the VFIP
fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output option
(see page 27).
Additional features on UP-DOWN-ATX-VF… Can use SMPTE 2016 AFD data,
WSS or Video index in video input to automatically select aspect ratio, and can
insert it into the video output for downstream equipment. HD to HD aspect ratio
conversion. Audio routing by stereo channel. Conversion of timecode between
HD Ancillary Timecode and SD DVITC. Transport of teletext, subtitles and closed
captions across different definitions.
12
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UP-DOWN-ATX VF

Everything modular: Video interface

KEY

Remote
control

Dual
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

12.5 Watts

3G or
HD or
SD

4

2

4

Processes 4
audio groups

Relay bypass
protection

Output A:
3G/HD or
SD x 3

UP-DOWN-AS-VF
UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF

VR01
Output B:
3G/HD or
SD x 3

Single height

UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF

Integrated
fibre

Which rear module do you need?

Synchronising up/down/cross converters
UP-DOWN-AS-VF

Dolby E
compatible

AFD
features

12.5 Watts
4

2

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Synchronising up/down/cross converter which works with 3Gb/s, HD and SD and
up to four groups of embedded audio. Includes two downstream synchronisers
which keep the output valid even when the input standard changes. Can perform
two different conversions simultaneously and provides the picture quality that
broadcasters standardise on. Up conversions are SD to 720p, 1080i or 1080p.
Down conversions are 1080p, 1080i or 720p to SD. Cross conversions are 720p
to 1080i or 1080p, 1080i to 720p or 1080p, and 1080p to 1080i or 720p. All
conversions available at both 50Hz and 59.94Hz. Outstanding performance with
motion adaptive video de-interlacing, Crystal Vision’s proprietary down
conversion, detail enhancement and noise reduction. Easy to output HD and SD
at the same time with co-timed dual outputs which remain constant in format
even if the input changes. Includes horizontal and vertical timing adjustments,
cross-locking, audio resampling and Dolby E alignment. Features aspect ratio
converter (including customised picture size, position and cropping), variable
video delay, signal probe and video proc-amp, and can pass Ancillary Timecode
from the input to the output. Relay bypass protection option (with VR03 rear
module). Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either the VFIP fibre
input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output option
(see page 27).

3G or
HD or
SD

Output A:
3G/HD or
SD x 3

UP-DOWN-AS-VF
UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)

Output B:
3G/HD or
SD x 2

Single height

Dual syncs from Vision frame

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)

Output A:
3G/HD or
SD x 3
UP-DOWN-AS-VF
UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF

Output B:
3G/HD or
SD x 2

VR14
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

Additional features on UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF… Can use SMPTE 2016 AFD data,
WSS or Video index in video input to automatically select aspect ratio, and can
insert it into the video output for downstream equipment. HD to HD aspect ratio
conversion. Audio routing by stereo channel. Conversion of timecode between
HD Ancillary Timecode and SD DVITC. Transport of teletext, subtitles and closed
captions across different definitions.

Fibre in and out
Single height

Optical out
(same as
Output B)

Dual syncs from Vision frame
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out

Understanding UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF...
Ref A
Optical input (optional)
[3Gb/s, HD or SD]

Ref B

Reference
select

Extract timing signals
* If up/cross converter and down converter are used at
same time, down converter will not use the de-interlacer

VFIP or
VFIO

3Gb/s
or HD
or SD
input

Equalise
and reclock

Extract SMPTE
2016 AFD, WSS
and Video index
data for live
switching of ARC

Extract SMPTE
2016 AFD, WSS
and Video index
data for live
switching of ARC

Extract
DVITC
timecode

Extract
teletext data
or CEA-608
SD closed
captions

Extract
ATC
timecode

Extract
OP-47 or
SMPTE 2031
teletext or
CEA-708 HD
closed
captions

Up/cross
converter with
motion adaptive
image scaler
and ARC

Down converter
with motion
adaptive
de-interlacer*
and ARC

3G/HD

3G/HD
synchroniser

SD

SD

3G/HD
Matching delay

8 x 8 stereo
router

Insert
converted
timecode
as ATC

Insert OP-47
or SMPTE
2031 teletext
or CEA-708
HD closed
captions

Output A
3G/HD or SD x 3
[Select 3G/HD or
SD for this output]

SMPTE
2016 AFD
insert

Smart
routing
(ensures
outputs are
3G/HD or
SD as
selected)

3 in
2 out
signal
selector

SD
synchroniser

SD

AES delay
0-120ms

Audio resampling
and tracking
audio delay

Dolby E delay
0-3 frames

Dolby E
tracking/alignment
delay

De-embed
four audio
groups

Embed
four
audio
groups

Embed
four
audio
groups

Insert
converted
timecode
as DVITC

Insert
teletext data
or CEA-608
SD closed
captions

SMPTE
2016 AFD
and WSS
and Video
index insert

NB. If Output A and
Output B are both
selected as 3G or
HD, the outputs
will be identical
Output B
3G/HD or SD x 3
(x 2 if using VR03 or VR14)
[Select 3G/HD or SD for
this output]

VFOP or
VFIO

Optical output
(optional)
[Same as
Output B]

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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KEY

Remote
control

Dual
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

AFD
features

Dolby E
compatible

4

Processes 4
audio groups

VDOWN-ATS-VF

Down converters
4

12.5 Watts

Broadcast down converter which works with 3Gb/s, HD and SD and up to four
groups of embedded audio. Conversions are 1080p to 720p, 1080i or SD, 720p
to SD and 1080i to SD. All conversions available at both 50Hz and 59.94Hz.
Excellent performance with Crystal Vision’s proprietary down conversion. Features
aspect ratio converter (including customised picture size, position and cropping),
variable video delay, signal probe and video proc-amp. Can use SMPTE 2016 AFD
data, WSS or Video index in video input to automatically select aspect ratio, and
can insert it into the video output for downstream equipment. Conversion of
timecode between HD Ancillary Timecode and SD DVITC. Transport of closed
captions across different definitions. Relay bypass protection option (with VR03
rear module). Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either the VFIP
fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output option
(see page 27).
Which rear module do you need?

4

Synchronising broadcast down converter which works with 3Gb/s, HD and SD
and up to four groups of embedded audio. Includes two downstream
synchronisers which keep the output valid even when the input standard changes.
Conversions are 1080p to 720p, 1080i or SD, 720p to SD and 1080i to SD. All
conversions available at both 50Hz and 59.94Hz. Excellent performance with
Crystal Vision’s proprietary down conversion. Includes horizontal and vertical
timing adjustments, cross-locking, audio resampling and Dolby E alignment.
Features aspect ratio converter (including customised picture size, position and
cropping), variable video delay, signal probe and video proc-amp. Can use SMPTE
2016 AFD data, WSS or Video index in video input to automatically select aspect
ratio, and can insert it into the video output for downstream equipment.
Conversion of timecode between HD Ancillary Timecode and SD DVITC. Transport
of closed captions across different definitions. Relay bypass protection option
(with VR03 rear module). Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either
the VFIP fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and
output option (see page 27).
Which rear module do you need?

3G
or
HD

VDOWN-AT-VF
Single height

VDOWN-AT-VF

3G
or
HD

Output A:
HD or SD
x3

VR01

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

3G
or
HD

Output B:
Loop x 3 or
HD/SD x 3

Output A:
HD or SD
x3

VDOWN-ATS-VF

VR01
Single height

VDOWN-ATS-VF

3G
or
HD

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

3G or
HD
(BNC)
Optical
in (3G
or HD)

VDOWN-AT-VF

VR14
Fibre in and out
Single height

Output A:
HD or SD x 3
Output B:
Loop x 2 or
HD/SD x 2
Optical out
(same as Output B)

NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out

Output A:
HD or SD
x3
Output B:
Loop x 3 or
HD/SD x 3

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Output B:
Loop x 2 or
HD/SD x 2

Output A:
HD or SD
x3
Output B:
Loop x 2 or
HD/SD x 2

Dual syncs from Vision frame
O

3G or
HD
(BNC)

Output A:
HD or SD x 3
VDOWN-ATS-VF

VR14
Optical
in (3G
or HD)

Fibre in and out
Single height

Output B:
Loop x 2 or
HD/SD x 2
Optical out
(same as Output B)

Dual syncs from Vision frame
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out
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Relay bypass
protection

12.5 Watts
2

VDOWN-AT-VF

Integrated
fibre

Everything modular: Video interface

Video over IP
One of the advantages of the Vision 3 frame is its ability to handle higher
bandwidth signals. We’ve done a lot of work on IP and – with our longstanding conversion expertise – have thought carefully about everything
you’ll need to make the transition to an IP live video infrastructure. Presented
here are the very best products for converting between SDI and IP signals.
There’s wide protocol support for a start. A fully functioning software-based
IP stack allows the products to work in a standard IP environment. Support
is provided for ARP, IEEE802.1g (VLAN), IGMP (Multicasting), ICMP and ping,
while in addition to SMPTE 2022-6 there is full support of SMPTE 2022-5
Forward Error Correction (FEC) with adjustable parameters and SMPTE 2022-7
seamless switching allowing IP redundancy. Multiple IP addresses can be used
for each connection to allow access to multiple VLANs from the same physical
connection, while ping response can be turned off to aid security. There are
video synchronisers on every stream and up to ten frames of delay – plus
status reporting of video validity, video standard, black or frozen video and
audio silence.

VisionWeb GUI for the IP-SDI6-VF IP to SDI gateway

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Remote
control

KEY

Six
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

Dolby E
compatible

AFD
features

4

IP-SDI6-VF

IP gateways
Connecting your HD and SD worlds together…

Processes 4
audio groups

Integrated
fibre

Watts TBA

Relay bypass
protection

6

IP gateway with one input 10GbE link converted to up to six HD/SD or three 3Gb/s
output connections. A second 10GbE input allows SMPTE 2022-7 seamless
switching.
Which rear module do you need?

SDI6-IP-VF

6

Watts TBA

IP gateway with up to six HD/SD or three 3Gb/s input connections converted to
one output 10GbE link (with a secondary link for SMPTE 2022-7 redundancy).
Which rear module do you need?

SDI6-IP-VF

HD/SD x 6
or 3G x 3

SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

HD/SD x 6
or 3G x 3

VR07
SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

Double height

SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE
Dual syncs from Vision frame

VR06
Double height

IP-SDI6-VF

SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

Dual syncs from Vision frame

IP-IP-VF

Watts TBA

IP gateway which features four network ports each carrying up to six HD/SD or
three 3Gb/s streams. Allows network address translation from input to output
and provides firewall capability.
Which rear module do you need?
I

SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

IP-IP-VF

SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

VR05
I

SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

Single height

Dual syncs from Vision frame

16
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SMPTE 2022
on 10GbE

Everything modular: Video interface

Understanding SDI6-IP-VF...

SDI 1

SDI
in

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

Ref

SDI 2

SDI
in

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SDI 3

SDI
in

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Network
interface

Network 1
(10GbE)

Network
interface

Network 2
(10GbE)

Ref

Stream
router

SDI 4

SDI
in

Signal
status
monitoring

Stream
router

Synchroniser

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

Ref

SDI 5

SDI
in

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SDI 6

SDI
in

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

Options configured on a per-stream basis
Ref A
Ref B

Reference
select

To all synchronisers
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Understanding IP-SDI6-VF...

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

SDI
out

SDI 1

SDI
out

SDI 2

SDI
out

SDI 3

SDI
out

SDI 4

SDI
out

SDI 5

SDI
out

SDI 6

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery
Network 1
(10GbE)

Network
interface
SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

Stream
router

Stream
router
SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

Network 2
(10GbE)

Network
interface
SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

Options configured on a per-stream basis
Ref A
Ref B
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Understanding IP-IP-VF...

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery
Network 1
(10GbE)

Network
interface
SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Network
interface

Network 3
(10GbE)

Network
interface

Network 4
(10GbE)

Ref

Stream
router

Stream
router
SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

Network 2
(10GbE)

Network
interface
SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

SMPTE
2022-6
encapsulator

SMPTE
2022-5
FEC
encoder

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
duplicator

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-5
media
recovery

SMPTE
2022-7
stream
selection

SMPTE
2022-6
media
extraction

Signal
status
monitoring

Synchroniser

Ref

Options configured on a per-stream basis

Options configured on a per-stream basis

Ref A
Ref B

Reference
select

To all synchronisers
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KEY

Remote
control

Dual
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

AFD
features

Dolby E
compatible

4

Processes 4
audio groups

Integrated
fibre

Relay bypass
protection

Video distribution
Crystal Vision’s digital video distribution amplifiers can distribute SDI, DVB-ASI, HD or 3Gb/s signals – perfect for multi-standard environments or for future-proofing
your installation. Select the number of outputs you need (up to 13), decide whether you want relay bypass protection and get signal reporting as standard.

Digital video distribution amplifiers
(SDI, ASI, HD and 3Gb/s)
3GDA106-VF

6.5 Watts

Reclocking distribution amplifier for 3Gb/s, HD and SD sources which gives six
reclocked outputs. All outputs are DVB-ASI compatible. Includes auto detection
of input. Signal reporting, with remote monitoring of input present and signal
type using VisionWeb Control web browser software or SNMP. Relay bypass
protection option (with VR03 rear module).
Which rear module do you need?

3G or
HD or
SD

3GDA106-VF

VR01
Single height

3G or
HD or
SD x 6

3GDA106-VF

3G or
HD or
SD

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)

3G or
HD or
SD x 5

Single height

20
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3GDA113-VF

9 Watts

Reclocking distribution amplifier for 3Gb/s, HD and SD sources which gives 13
reclocked outputs. All outputs are DVB-ASI compatible. Includes auto detection
of input. Signal reporting, with remote monitoring of input present and signal
type using VisionWeb Control web browser software or SNMP. Uses two frame
slots due to dual slot rear module.
Which rear module do you need?

3G or
HD or
SD

3GDA113-VF

VR15
Double height

3G or
HD or
SD x 13

Everything modular: Video interface

Which synchroniser do you need?
SYN-A-VF

SYNNER-VF

1080p, 720p, 1080i,
625i, 525i

1080p, 1080PsF24, 1080PsF23.98, 720p, 1080i,
625i, 525i

●

●

220us (resampling and Dolby alignment off);
3ms (resampling on); 0.5 frames (Dolby alignment on)

1 line

●

●

1, 2 or 3 frames
additional user delay

Up to 10 frames additional user delay in one frame steps,
0.5 frames for Dolby E align

Number of video outputs (max)

6

3

Frame distributed analogue reference

●

●

Manual/automatic freeze

●

●

Use with embedded audio sources

●

●

Number of audio groups processed

4

4

Input formats (50Hz and 59.94Hz
where unspecified)
Use as synchroniser or delay line
Minimum video delay
Full vertical and horizontal adjustment
up to one frame
Additional video delays

Embed/de-embed digital audio

●

Embed/de-embed analogue audio

●

Number of external audio I/O
channels available for embedding/
de-embedding

AES: 8 stereo pairs (4 groups)
Analogue audio: 8 mono
(2 groups)

Uses piggybacks

2 (DIOP4, 3G-AIP2, 3G-AOP2)
8 x 8 stereo router

Mono routers auto configured according
to options fitted

Synchronise mixture of Dolby E
and AES

●

●

Dolby E alignment

●

●

Tracking audio delay

●

●

Linear AES: 120ms; Dolby E: 0-3 frames

Linear AES: 1 to 10 frames fixed delay, 400ms;
Dolby E: 0-1 frame, 40 samples

●

●

Audio routing

Audio delays (on top of tracking)
Audio resampling
Audio processing
(gain, stereo to mono)

●

Video proc-amp
(RGB and YUV lift and gain)

●

AFD insertion

●

Relay bypass protection

Fibre I/O

Rear module used

●

●

(VR03 option)
●

●

(VR14 option)

(VR12 option for 110 ohm AES/analogue audio
and VR13 option for 75 ohm AES)

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR02, VR12 and VR13

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Remote
control

KEY

Dual
channel

Standard
Definition

High
Definition

3Gb/s

IP

Framestore
synchroniser

Dolby E
compatible

AFD
features

4

Processes 4
audio groups

Integrated
fibre

A video synchroniser with so much
functionality on one card...

Synchronisation
Whether you need to synchronise incoming video signals not locked to your
local reference or compensate for timing delays within your video system,
the synchronisers in the Vision range will be perfect for the task. The featurepacked cards include flexible timing adjustments, freeze functionality, crosslocking, tracking audio delay, AFD insertion, audio routing, audio and video
processing, integrated fibre connectivity and unique features for dealing with
Dolby E. The multi-functional SYNNER-VF additionally includes the embedding
and de-embedding of up to four groups of external audio.
And that’s not the end to our synchronising. Our SAFE-SWITCH-VF 2 x 2 routing
switch (see page 24) uses a full framestore synchroniser on each input to
guarantee a clean switch. Our synchronising up/down/cross converter (page
13) and down converter (page 14) both use two downstream synchronisers
to keep the outputs valid at all times. Our SAFIRE 3-VF and SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS chroma keyers (page 8) and LKEY-VF linear keyer (page 10) all include
a synchroniser on each input for easy system timing, while our variable video
delay (page 26) can delay and synchronise at the same time. Even our IP
gateways (page 16) have a synchroniser on every stream.

SYNNER-VF

9 Watts

Use it… Because its combination of features make it the best solution for any
embedding, de-embedding and timing requirements – whatever sources you’re
working with.

3G or HD or SD x 3
SYNNER-VF

3G or
HD or
SD

Video synchronisers

VR02
Single height

4

10 Watts

3G/HD/SD frame synchroniser designed for either embedded audio or video-only
sources. Can be used as a synchroniser or delay line and allows cross-locking.
Works with up to four groups of embedded audio and allows mixture of Dolby E
and linear AES within same audio group. Includes audio routing, tracking audio
delay, audio resampling, Dolby E alignment, video processing and flexible video
and audio delays. SMPTE 2016 AFD data can be added to a signal to describe the
aspect ratio to downstream equipment. Relay bypass protection option (with
VR03 rear module). Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either the
VFIP fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output
option (see page 27).

8 x AES/Dolby E or
8 x analogue audio
in or out (D-Type)

Dual syncs from Vision frame

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

SYNNER-VF

VR12
Fibre in and out
Single height

3G or HD or SD
x 2 (BNC)
Optical out
(3G or HD or SD)
8 x AES/Dolby E or
8 x analogue audio
in or out (D-Type)

Which rear module do you need?
Dual syncs from Vision frame
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out

SYN-A-VF
SYN-A-VF

3G or
HD or
SD

VR01
Single height

3G or
HD or
SD x 6

3G or
HD or
SD

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

Dual syncs from Vision frame

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

SYN-A-VF

VR14
Fibre in and out
Single height

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Optical out
(3G or HD
or SD)
3G or
HD or
SD x 5

Dual syncs from Vision frame
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out
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3G or
HD or
SD x 5

4

Combined video synchroniser, tracking audio delay and embedder/de-embedder
for 3Gb/s, HD and SD video and both analogue and digital audio. Can be used as
a synchroniser or delay line and allows cross-locking. Can embed and de-embed
a mixture of up to four groups of AES and two groups of analogue audio,
depending on number of audio piggybacks fitted (see page 32). Includes
sophisticated audio routing, video and audio processing and delay compensation.
Sophisticated Dolby E handling: synchronise video containing mixture of Dolby E
and linear AES within same audio group and auto-correct timing errors with the
guardband. Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either the VFIP
fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output option
(see page 27).

Which rear module do you need?

SYN-A-VF

Relay bypass
protection

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

3G or HD or SD x 3
SYNNER-VF

VR13
Fibre in and out
Double height

Optical out
(3G or HD or SD)
8 x AES/Dolby E
in or out (BNC)

Dual syncs from Vision frame
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out

Everything modular: Video interface

Video synchronisers continued...
Understanding SYNNER-VF…
Mono routing
(auto configured according to
piggyback options fitted)

DIOP4 or
3G-AOP2

4 AES pairs
(8 channels) or
2 Analogue pairs
(4 channels)

DIOP4 or
3G-AOP2

4 AES pairs
(8 channels) or
2 Analogue pairs
(4 channels)

Mute
Invert
User/
frame
delay

4 AES pairs
(8 channels)
or 2 Analogue
pairs (4 channels)

DIOP4 or
3G-AIP2

4 AES pairs
(8 channels)
or 2 Analogue
pairs (4 channels)

DIOP4 or
3G-AIP2

Optional
Dolby
tracking/
alignment
delay

Stereo to
mono
on/off

Dolby E

Dolby E
detect

Optional
tracking
audio
delay

Audio gain
and resampling

AES

Mono routing
(auto configured according to
piggyback options fitted)
Mute
Invert
User/
frame
delay
8 AES/
Dolby E
pairs

3Gb/s
or HD
or SD

De-embed
four
groups

VFIP or
VFIO

Tracking control

Video
proc-amp
(RGB and
YUV)

8 AES/
Dolby E
pairs

Video synchroniser
with optional
0.5 frame
video delay

Video delay
(0 to 10
frames)

Stereo to
mono
on/off

Ref A
Reference
select

Embed
four
groups

3Gb/s or HD or SD
x 3 if using VR02 or VR13
x 2 if using VR12

VFOP or
VFIO

Ref B

Optical input
(optional)
[3Gb/s, HD or SD]

Optical output
(optional)
[3Gb/s, HD or SD]

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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compatible

4
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audio groups

Integrated
fibre

Relay bypass
protection

Switching
Broadcasters have always relied on Crystal Vision’s routing switches to keep them on air –
whether they need an emergency transmission switch to avoid broken equipment or a manual
switch to bypass products requiring maintenance. Guarantee yourself a clean switch with the
fail-safe SAFE-SWITCH-VF which uses a full framestore synchroniser on each input (plus the
ability to delay the earliest arriving input by up to 25 frames) to correct for any timing difference.
And always get the best output by switching on even a really subtle fault – SAFE-SWITCH-VF will
intelligently choose the better output based on the audio and video parameters that are most
important to you.

Routing switch
Which rear module do you need?

The way to guarantee a clean switch – with a full
framestore synchroniser on each input…
SAFE-SWITCH-VF

10 Watts

2

3G or
HD or
SD

4

Designed for both automatic and manual switching applications, this clean and intelligent 2 x 2
switch works with 3Gb/s, HD and SD. A full framestore synchroniser on each input, plus the ability
to delay the earliest arriving input by up to 25 frames, allows it to correct for any timing difference
between the two inputs and so prevent disruption to the output picture when a switch takes place.
You can even lose the reference signal and not affect the output. Monitor any number of video and
audio parameters to intelligently auto trigger a switch – it will work to the most significant feature
when deciding which input to select, and you can even specify different fault conditions for each
feed. Includes relay bypass protection. Bi-directional GPIs can be configured as either GPI inputs or
GPI outputs (with VR18 rear module).

3G or
HD or
SD

VR17

3G or HD or SD x 2
(relay bypass protection
on 1A)/input 1 loop

(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

3G or HD or SD
x 2/input 2 loop

Dual syncs from Vision frame

3G or
HD or
SD
3G or
HD or
SD

Here’s a typical application...

SAFE-SWITCH-VF

SAFE-SWITCH-VF

VR18
(Relay bypass
protection)

3G or HD or SD x 2
(relay bypass protection
on 1A)/input 1 loop
3G or HD or SD
x 2/input 2 loop

Double height

GPIs on D-Type

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Use SAFE-SWITCH-VF on the final output stage of your transmission system to balance the delays between
the main and backup feeds – and keep the MPEG encoder happy
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Which video delay do you need?

VIVID-VF

VIVID10S-VF

Maximum SD delay (in seconds)

5.48 secs (625 line)
4.57 secs (525 line)

40 secs (625 line)
33.36 secs (525 line)

Maximum SD delay (in frames)

137 frames

1000 frames

3 lines

3 lines

Maximum HD delay (in seconds)

1 sec (1080i50, 720p50, 1080PsF23.98 and 1080PsF24)
0.83 secs (1080i59.94 and 720p59.94)

10 secs (1080i50, 720p50, 1080PsF23.98 and 1080PsF24)
8.34 secs (1080i59.94 and 720p59.94)

Maximum HD delay (in frames)

25 frames

250 frames

2 lines

2 lines

Maximum 3Gb/s delay (in seconds)

0.5 secs (1080p50)
0.42 secs (1080p59.94)

5 secs (1080p50)
4.17 secs (1080p59.94)

Maximum 3Gb/s delay (in frames)

25 frames

250 frames

2 lines

2 lines

Seconds, frames, lines and pixels

Seconds, frames, lines and pixels

6 (2 can be configured as input loops instead)

6 (2 can be configured as input loops instead)

Minimum SD delay

Minimum HD delay

Minimum 3Gb/s delay
Video delay adjustable in
Number of video outputs (max)
Video framestore synchroniser

●

Frame distributed analogue reference

●

Passes entire video stream including
embedded audio

●

●

Video proc-amp (RGB and YUV lift and
gain controls)

●

●

Video and audio alarms

4

6

Number of presets

16

16

Relay bypass protection

●
(VR03 option)

●
(VR03 option)

Fibre I/O

●
(VR14 option)

●
(VR14 option)

VR01, VR03 and VR14

VR01, VR03 and VR14

Rear module used

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Video delay
We’ve always been very well known for our video delays. Providing up to five
seconds of 3Gb/s delay, ten seconds of HD delay and 40 seconds of SD delay,
the VIVID variable video delay lines in the Vision range are ideal for use
anywhere you need to match delays in your system – virtual studio graphics,
MPEG encoders/decoders, satellite and HD radio links, audio processing and
profanity delays. They can delay any embedded data, while their small
physical size means you can fit 20 of them in 3U – alongside any other Vision
products. You can even use the framestore synchroniser to apply a long delay
to a video path and lock the signal to a station reference using a neat single
card solution. Those seeking a longer delay should consider the video delays
in the Indigo range, which offer up to ten seconds of 3Gb/s delay, 43 seconds
of HD delay and four minutes of SD delay.

VIVID10S-VF

Video delays
A space-saving way to get up to
40 seconds of video delay…
VIVID-VF

10 Watts

3G/HD/SD long variable video delay with framestore synchroniser, designed to
match extended system delays. Maximum 3Gb/s delay of five seconds. Maximum
HD delay of ten seconds. Maximum SD delay of 40 seconds. Easy to get just the
delay you need: adjustable in seconds, frames, lines and pixels. Features video
proc-amp. Relay bypass protection option (with VR03 rear module). Can include
integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either the VFIP fibre input option, VFOP
fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output option (see page 27).

10 Watts

3G/HD/SD variable video delay designed to match delays elsewhere in system.
Maximum 3Gb/s delay of 0.5 seconds. Maximum HD delay of one second. Maximum
SD delay of 5.5 seconds. Easy to get just the delay you need: adjustable in seconds,
frames, lines and pixels. Features video proc-amp. Relay bypass protection option
(with VR03 rear module). Can include integrated fibre connectivity by fitting either
the VFIP fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and
output option (see page 27).

Which rear module do you need?
V

3G or
HD or
SD

VIVID10S-VF

VR01
Single height

3G or HD
or SD x 6/
input loop
x2

Which rear module do you need?
Dual syncs from Vision frame
V
VIVID-VF

3G or
HD or
SD

VR01
Single height

3G or HD
or SD x 6/
input loop
x2 3

VIVID10S-VF

3G or
HD or
SD

VR03
(Relay bypass
protection)

3G or HD
or SD x 5/
input loop
x2

Single height

VIVID-VF

VR03

3G or
HD or
SD

(Relay bypass
protection)

3G or HD
or SD x 5/
input loop
x2

Single height

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

VIVID-VF

VR14
Fibre in and out
Single height

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical out
(3G or HD
or SD)
3G or HD
or SD x 5/
input loop
x2

NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out
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Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

VIVID10S-VF

VR14
Fibre in and out
Single height

Optical out
(3G or HD
or SD)
3G or HD
or SD x 5/
input loop
x2

Dual syncs from Vision frame
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out
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Colour correction

Fibre optics

Whether you need to adjust the colours on in-shot plasma displays, set the
range of colours for an encoder to transmit or correct computer-generated
and post-production outputs, COCO-VF is a cost-effective and space-saving
solution – with clever features not
usually available at this
price level as well as
support for 25
different video
standards.

Some cards (see the chart below) feature the option of integrated fibre
connectivity in a single slot by fitting either the VFIP fibre input option, VFOP
fibre output option or VFIO fibre input and output option directly to the
motherboard. All the fibre options
use a Class I laser and are designed
for SMPTE 297-2006 short-haul
applications. Crystal Vision can
additionally provide CWDM lasers
for the VFOP fibre output option –
allowing you to get multiple signals
through one fibre and saving you
money and rack space.

Fibre input and output options
Colour corrector and legaliser
COCO-VF

10 Watts

Space-saving modular colour corrector and legaliser which works with 3Gb/s, HD
and SD. Ideal for manipulating the colours in a digital image, allowing whole
picture adjustments in both the YUV and RGB colour spaces. Supports 25 different
video standards, including the 23.98, 24 and 25 frames per second progressive
video standards for film to HD video transfers. Wide range of tools to adjust level,
gain and gamma – including individual red, blue and green gamma controls.
Changes YUV colours illegal in RGB to be valid in RGB, with advanced correction
for gamut errors in which the colour is legalised by desaturating it without
changing its hue. Preview mode includes illegal signal value highlighting. Includes
relay bypass protection option (with VR03 rear module). Can include integrated
fibre connectivity by fitting either the VFIP fibre input option, VFOP fibre output
option or VFIO fibre input and output option (see page 27).
Which rear module do you need?
3G or HD or SD
main x 3
3G or
HD or
SD

COCO-VF

COCO-VF

3G or
HD or
SD

VR03

Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

VFIO

●

●

SYN-A-VF

●

●

●

SYNNER-VF

●

●

●

TANDEM10-VF

●

●

●

UP-DOWN range

●

●

●

VDOWN range

●

●

●

VIVID range

●

●

●

VFIP

0.6 Watts

Fibre input option.

VFOP

0.6 Watts

Fibre output option. CWDM option available: please order the VFOP-CWDM and
inform Crystal Vision the laser wavelength you require.

3G or HD or SD
aux x 3

1 Watt

Fibre input and output option.

3G or HD or SD main
x 2 (relay bypass
protection on main A)

(Relay bypass
protection)
Single height

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)

VFOP

●

VFIO

VR01
Single height

VFIP
COCO-VF

COCO-VF

VR14
Fibre in and out
Single height

3G or HD or SD
aux x 3

3G or HD or SD
main x 2
3G or HD or SD
aux x 2
Optical out
(same as main output)

NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out
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Which audio embedder do you need?
TANDEM10-VF

TANDEM20-VF

1080p, 1080PsF24, 1080PsF23.98, 720p,
1080i, 625i, 525i

1080p, 1080PsF24, 1080PsF23.98, 720p,
1080i, 625i, 525i

Single

Dual

Embed and de-embed at same time

●

●

Embed/de-embed digital audio

●

●

Embed/de-embed analogue audio

●

●

Embed/de-embed synchronous Dolby E

●

●

Number of internal audio groups processed

4

4 per channel

AES: 8 stereo pairs (4 groups)
Analogue audio: 8 mono (2 groups)

AES: 4 stereo pairs per channel (2 groups)
Analogue audio: 4 mono per channel (1 group)

2
(DIOP4, 3G-AIP2, 3G-AOP2)

1 per channel
(DIOP4, 3G-AIP2, 3G-AOP2)

Mono routers auto configured according to
options fitted

Mono routers auto configured according to
options fitted

Minimum embedding audio delay

<200us

<200us

Additional audio delay

400ms

400ms

Minimum video delay

1 line

2 lines

Additional video delay

Up to 10 frames additional user delay in
one frame steps

Input formats
(50Hz and 59.94Hz where unspecified)
Single or dual channel

Number of external I/O channels available
for embedding/de-embedding

Number of piggybacks used

Audio routing

Number of video outputs (max)

3

1 per channel

Audio resampling

●

●

Audio processing (gain, stereo to mono)

●

●

Video proc-amp (RGB and YUV lift and gain)

●

Comprehensive signal monitoring
(video and audio alarms)

●

Fibre I/O

Max channels in 3U (depends on rear module)
Rear module used
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●

●
(VR12 option for 110 ohm AES/analogue audio
and VR13 option for 75 ohm AES)
20

40

VR02, VR12 and VR13

VR02
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Audio embedding and
de-embedding
Whether you’re dealing with analogue or digital audio, the TANDEM range
can provide the answer for every embedded audio application, from the most
basic to the most sophisticated. In addition to the embedding and deembedding of up to four groups of audio, our feature-packed cards allow
you to shuffle, replace, delay, process and monitor your audio – and can even
include integrated fibre input or output connectivity, allowing you to embed
or de-embed signals from beyond your local equipment bay. Use TANDEM10VF when you want the most features, or use the dual channel TANDEM20-VF
for those price-sensitive or space-sensitive applications.

The dual channel way to fit 40 channels of
embedding and de-embedding in 3U…

Embedders/de-embedders
Powerful embedding and de-embedding
of multiple groups of both AES and
analogue audio at the same time…
TANDEM10-VF

10 Watts

4

Combined audio embedder and de-embedder for 3Gb/s, HD and SD video and
both analogue and digital audio. Can embed and de-embed a mixture of up to
four groups of AES and two groups of analogue audio, depending on number of
audio piggybacks fitted (see page 32). Includes sophisticated audio routing, video
and audio processing, Dolby E handling and delay compensation with 400s of
audio delay and ten frames of video delay. Can include integrated fibre
connectivity by fitting either the VFIP fibre input option, VFOP fibre output option
or VFIO fibre input and output option (see page 27).

TANDEM20-VF

4

10 Watts

Dual channel audio embedder and de-embedder for 3Gb/s, HD and SD video and
both analogue and digital audio. Ideal for price-sensitive or space-sensitive
applications. Embed and de-embed a mixture of up to two groups of AES and one
group of analogue audio per video channel, by fitting one audio piggyback per
channel (see page 32). Will pass through and route four groups of internal audio.
Includes sophisticated audio routing, audio processing, Dolby E handling and
delay compensation with 400ms of audio delay.
Use it instead of TANDEM10-VF… If you’re working with multiple channels of
straightforward embedding and de-embedding which don’t require TANDEM10VF’s advanced features. (See audio embedder comparison chart on page 28 to
help you decide.)
Which rear module do you need?

Which rear module do you need?
3G or HD or SD
3G or HD or SD x 3
3G or
HD or
SD

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

TANDEM10-VF

3G or HD or
SD channel 1

VR02
Single height

TANDEM10-VF

VR12
Fibre in and out
Single height

TANDEM20-VF

VR02
8 x AES/Dolby E or
8 x analogue audio
in or out (D-Type)

3G or HD or
SD channel 2

Single height

4 x AES/Dolby E or
4 x analogue audio
in or out (D-Type)
3G or HD or SD
4 x AES/Dolby E or
4 x analogue audio
in or out (D-Type)

3G or HD or SD
x 2 (BNC)
Optical out
(3G or HD or SD)
8 x AES/Dolby E or
8 x analogue audio
in or out (D-Type)

NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out

3G or HD
or SD
(BNC)
Optical in
(3G or
HD or SD)

3G or HD or SD x 3
TANDEM10-VF

VR13
Fibre in and out
Double height

Optical out
(3G or HD or SD)
8 x AES/Dolby E
in or out (BNC)

TANDEM20-VF
NB. Select VFIP option for fibre in, VFOP option for
fibre out and VFIO option for fibre in and out
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Embedders/de-embedders continued...
Understanding TANDEM10-VF...
Mono routing (auto configured
according to piggyback options fitted)

DIOP4 or
3G-AOP2

4 AES pairs
(8 channels) or
2 Analogue pairs
(4 channels)

DIOP4 or
3G-AOP2

4 AES pairs
(8 channels) or
2 Analogue pairs
(4 channels)

Mute
Invert

Stereo to
mono on/off

Delay

4 AES pairs
(8 channels)
or 2 Analogue
pairs (4 channels)

DIOP4 or
3G-AIP2

4 AES pairs
(8 channels)
or 2 Analogue
pairs (4 channels)

DIOP4 or
3G-AIP2

Dolby E

Dolby E
detect

Audio gain and
resampling

AES

Mono routing (auto configured
according to piggyback options fitted)
Mute
Invert

3Gb/s
or HD
or SD

30

De-embed
four
groups

Stereo to
mono on/off

Delay

8 AES/
Dolby E
pairs

8 AES/
Dolby E
pairs

Video
proc-amp
(RGB and YUV)

Video delay
(0 to 10 frames)

Embed
four
groups

VFIP or
VFIO

VFOP or
VFIO

Optical input (optional)
[3Gb/s, HD or SD]

Optical output (optional)
[3Gb/s, HD or SD]
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3Gb/s or HD or SD
x 3 if using VR02 or VR13
x 2 if using VR12
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Audio conversion and delay
Crystal Vision provides a range of Vision products for converting, delaying
and processing multiple channels of separate audio – both analogue and
digital. Get excellent 24 bit performance when converting between analogue
and digital audio. Alternatively delay your audio, with the dedicated ADP-VF
audio delay for analogue or digital audio and the ADCA20-VF and DACA20VF audio converters able to add up to 400ms of delay to their converted
outputs. All three products also include full audio processing – adding even
more functionality.

Dolby E
compatible

AFD
features

4

Processes 4
audio groups

Integrated
fibre

DACA20-VF

Relay bypass
protection

12 Watts

24 bit AES digital audio to analogue audio converter with excellent noise and
distortion figures. Converts two stereo pairs of 110 ohm AES to four mono
channels of analogue audio. Includes 400ms of user adjustable delay and audio
processing, including independent gain adjustments, stereo to mono conversion
and channel muting and inversion.
Which rear module do you need?

4x
analogue
audio
(D-Type)

DACA20-VF

4 x AES
(D-Type)

VR02
Single height

Audio converters
Dual syncs from Vision frame

Audio delay
ADP-VF

9 Watts

Audio delay line and processor for either four stereo pairs of 110 ohm AES or two
stereo pairs (four mono channels) of analogue audio. To configure the system as
either digital or analogue, fit one audio input piggyback and one audio output
piggyback (see page 32). Provides up to 400ms of user adjustable delay. Extensive
audio processing includes independent gain adjustments, stereo to mono
conversion and channel muting and inversion. Allows audio shuffling.
Which rear module do you need?

4 x AES or 4 x
analogue
audio (D-Type)

ADCA20-VF

ADP-VF

VR02
Single height

4 x AES or
4 x analogue
audio (D-Type)

12 Watts

24 bit analogue audio to AES digital audio converter with excellent noise and
distortion figures. Converts four mono channels of analogue audio to two stereo
pairs of 110 ohm AES. Includes 400ms of user adjustable delay and audio
processing, including independent gain adjustments, stereo to mono conversion
and channel muting and inversion.

Dual syncs from Vision frame

Which rear module do you need?

4x
analogue
audio
(D-Type)

ADCA20-VF

VR02

4 x AES
(D-Type)

Single height

Dual syncs from Vision frame
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Audio piggybacks
Audio piggybacks are small sub-PCBs that fit on to the main motherboard of
many of our audio products and allow you to input or output audio. You can
easily remove the piggyback and swap it for another, giving increased
versatility to our audio products and allowing you to configure them to be
exactly what you need on that day. Up to two piggybacks can be fitted to
most cards – and you can even mix analogue piggybacks with digital to create
a hybrid system.

What is it?

Audio
channels

Watts

Used for…

3G-AIP2

Analogue audio input
piggyback for inputting
or embedding analogue
audio

2 stereo
pairs or
4 mono

1.6

ADP-VF, ADCA20-VF,
SYNNER-VF,
TANDEM10-VF,
TANDEM20-VF

3G-AOP2

Analogue audio output
piggyback for
outputting or
de-embedding
analogue audio

2 stereo
pairs or
4 mono

1.5

ADP-VF, DACA20-VF,
SYNNER-VF,
TANDEM10-VF,
TANDEM20-VF

Digital audio input or
output piggyback for
inputting/embedding
or outputting/
de-embedding AES
audio

4 stereo
pairs

0.9

ADP-VF, ADCA20-VF,
DACA20-VF, SYNNERVF, TANDEM10-VF,
TANDEM20-VF

DIOP4
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KEY IN

SDI IN

BG IN
AUX OUT MAIN OUT
A
A (relay)

SDI OUT
A3

AUX OUT
B

SDI OUT
A2

AUDIO IN/OUT

SDI OUT
A1

SDI 1C
OUT

SDI OUT
B2

SDI 1B
OUT

SDI OUT
B1 (relay)

FG IN

SDI 1A
OUT

SDI OUT
B1
SDI OUT
B2
SDI OUT
B3
SDI OUT
A1
SDI OUT
A2
SDI OUT
A3

VR02

VR03

VR04

Used for: 3GDA106-VF, COCO-VF,
LKEY-VF, SAFIRE 3-VF, SAFIRE 3-VF
XPRESS, SYN-A-VF, UP-DOWN-A-VF,
UP-DOWN-AS-VF, UP-DOWN-ATX-VF,
UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF, VDOWN-AT-VF,
VDOWN-ATS-VF, VIVID-VF and
VIVID10S-VF
Connectors: 7 BNCs
Cards in 3U: 20

Used for: ADCA20-VF, ADP-VF,
DACA20-VF, SYNNER-VF,
TANDEM10-VF and TANDEM20-VF
Connectors: 4 BNCs and 26-way high
density D-Type
Cards in 3U: 20

Used for: 3GDA106-VF, COCO-VF,
SYN-A-VF, UP-DOWN-A-VF,
UP-DOWN-AS-VF, UP-DOWN-ATX-VF,
UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF, VDOWN-AT-VF,
VDOWN-ATS-VF, VIVID-VF and
VIVID10S-VF
Connectors: 6 BNCs (with relay bypass)
Cards in 3U: 20

Used for: LKEY-VF, SAFIRE 3-VF and
SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS
Connectors: 6 BNCs (with relay bypass)
Cards in 3U: 20

SDI IN
SDI 1A
OUT
SDI 1B
OUT

SDI 2 OUT

FIBRE I/O

SDI 3 OUT

SDI 6 IN

SDI 6 OUT

AUDIO I/O

SDI 5 OUT

NET 2

SDI 4 OUT

NET 1

SDI 3 IN
SDI 5 IN

NET 2

SDI 4 IN

NET 1

NET 3

SDI 2 IN

NET 2

NET 1

SDI 1 IN

SDI 1 OUT

VR01

NET 4

Crystal Vision offers a choice
of rear modules which slot
on to the back of the Vision
frames. Providing up to seven
connectors in a single slot,
they offer varying numbers
of inputs, outputs and loopthrough options to suit
different applications, along
with the choice of BNC, DType and dual LC fibre
connectors. Signals go
directly between the Vision
rear modules and the cards,
without having to pass
through a full backplane –
allowing the use of high
bandwidth signals. Each rear
module has a selection of
labels for different products.
The
only
positioning
restriction is that dual height
cards cannot straddle slots
10 and 11. The Indigo system
uses different rear modules.

SDI IN

Vision
frame rear
modules

SDI IN

Everything modular: Rear modules

VR05

VR06

VR07

VR12

Used for: IP-IP-VF
Connectors: 4 dual LC fibre
Cards in 3U: 20

Used for: SDI6-IP-VF
Connectors: 6 BNCs and 2 dual LC
fibre
Cards in 3U: 10

Used for: IP-SDI6-VF
Connectors: 6 BNCs and 2 dual LC
fibre
Cards in 3U: 10

Used for: SYNNER-VF and
TANDEM10-VF
Connectors: 3 BNCs, 26-way high
density D-Type and dual LC fibre
Cards in 3U: 20

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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SDI 2 IN

SDI 1 IN

SDI 1 IN

SDI 2 IN

SDI IN
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SDI 1A
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SDI 2 LOOP/ SDI 1 LOOP/
2B OUT
1B OUT
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OUT
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2B OUT
1B OUT
SDI 2A
OUT
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OUT
SDI 1F
OUT

GPIO

SDI 1A
OUT (relay)
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OUT

SDI 1L
OUT
SDI 1M
OUT
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OUT

SDI 1I
OUT
SDI 1J
OUT
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OUT
SDI 1D
OUT
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OUT
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OUT

SDI 1G
OUT
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AES 5 I/O

AES 4 I/O

AES 3 I/O

AES 2 I/O

Frame rear modules continued...

VR14

VR15

VR17

VR18

Used for: SYNNER-VF and
TANDEM10-VF
Connectors: 12 BNCs (for 75 ohm AES
as well as video) and dual LC fibre
Cards in 3U: 10

Used for: COCO-VF, SYN-A-VF,
UP-DOWN-A-VF, UP-DOWN-AS-VF,
UP-DOWN-ATX-VF, UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF,
VDOWN-AT-VF, VDOWN-ATS-VF,
VIVID-VF and VIVID10S-VF
Connectors: 6 BNCs and dual LC fibre
Cards in 3U: 20

Used for: 3GDA113-VF
Connectors: 14 BNCs
Cards in 3U: 10

Used for: SAFE-SWITCH-VF
Connectors: 6 BNCs (with relay bypass)
Cards in 3U: 20

Used for: SAFE-SWITCH-VF
Connectors: 6 BNCs and 15-way
standard density D-Type (with relay
bypass)
Cards in 3U: 10

AUX OUT
B

AUX OUT MAIN OUT
A
A (relay)

GPI IN

BG IN

FG IN

KEY IN

VR13

VR19
Used for: LKEY-VF, SAFIRE 3-VF and
SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS
Connectors: 6 BNCs and 15-way
standard density D-Type (with relay
bypass)
Cards in 3U: 10
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NB. VR08, VR09, VR10, VR11 and VR16 are all reserved for future use.

More at www.crystalvision.tv...

Everything modular: Control

Control software

Control
The Vision system offers you a
flexible choice of control. Every
Vision frame includes an
integrated control panel as
standard, removing the need
for board edge controls and
display and so saving you
money. Alternatively use a web
browser running on any device
connected to your Ethernet
network, a remote control panel
placed in any convenient studio
location of your choice or
flexible GPIs – or integrate the
products into your wider
control system using SNMP or
Crystal Vision's ASCII and JSON
protocols.

VisionWeb Control
The free VisionWeb Control provides web browser operation for all remote-enabled
products from the current Vision and Indigo ranges, using an attractive and intuitive
user interface. Use any device on an Ethernet network that can run a web browser
– from PC to tablet. Easy to arrange frames and cards using the browser’s favourites
or bookmarks.

Remote control panels
VisionPanel

SNMP

3U general remote control panel. Ideal for products requiring regular adjustment,
with intuitive eight inch touch screen and physical controls. Can operate up to 16
frames containing any of the remote-enabled boards from the current Vision and
Indigo ranges over an Ethernet network.

SNMP monitoring and control is available for Crystal Vision frames and remoteenabled cards. Able to work with any SNMP manager. For SNMP monitoring, the
agent can either report the status or generate traps on a status change of any
card in the frame. For control, the manager can read and change the control
settings on any card in the frame. SNMP traps can be used to trigger alarms on
both status changes and control value changes, with trap filtering available. Using
SNMP requires the purchase of the front panel SNMP agent and appropriate MIBs.

VisionPanel

More at www.crystalvision.tv...
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Product A-Z Index
3G-AIP2

32

SYNNER-VF

22

3G-AOP2

32

TANDEM10-VF

29

3GDA106-VF

20

TANDEM20-VF

29

3GDA113-VF

20

UP-DOWN-A-VF

12

ADCA20-VF

31

UP-DOWN-AS-VF

13

ADP-VF

31

UP-DOWN-ATX-VF

12

COCO-VF

27

UP-DOWN-ATXS-VF

13

DACA20-VF

31
VDOWN-AT-VF

14

VDOWN-ATS-VF

14

VFIO

27

VFIP

27

VFOP

27

DIOP4

32

IP-IP-VF

16

IP-SDI6-VF

16

LKEY-VF

10

PSU3-VF

6

SAFE-SWITCH-VF

24

SAFIRE 3-VF

8

SAFIRE 3-VF XPRESS

8

Vision 3

6

VisionPanel

35

VisionWeb Control

35

SDI6-IP-VF

16

VIVID-VF

26

SNMP

35

VIVID10S-VF

26

SYN-A-VF

22

VRxx rear modules
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